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Addiction
Address  See also Symbol
Allport, Tom
Ambiguity
'And'  See also Syntax
Andreas, Steve and Connirae
Applications:
  anger management
  classroom respect
  clinical rapport
  computer training
  corporate metaphors
  couples and families
  a doctor's shorthand
  forgiveness
  listening
  maths problem
  Meta-Aromatherapy
  modelling
  motivation to publish
  moving sound
  public speaking
  reaching agreement
  recruitment
  Refocussing
  spirituality
  symptom description
'As'  See also Syntax
Assignments for clients
Attention, directing/orientating:

Clean Language
  clean question compass
  nature of
    strategically and organisationally
  to a change
  to content
  to context
  to nonverbal behaviour
  to perceiver
  to perceptual present
  to resolve a bind
  to resources

Attributes  See also Symbol

Bach, Clive
Backtracking  See also Client terminology
Bandler, Richard
Bateson, Gregory
Berridge, Dee
Binds:
  conflict
  and current reality
  defined
  dilemma
  double bind defined
  identifying
  impasse
  introducing symbols
  modelling organisation of
  paradox
  resolving single
  resource symbols
  transforming of
Bretto, Charlotte
Briggs, Steve
Buckley, Tony
Business and organisations

Cameron-Bandler, Leslie
Capra, Fritjof
Carson, Cecile
Castle Door  See also Transcripts
Change: See also Translation and Transformation

acknowledging
consolidating
defined
developing
effects of
evolutionary
evolving
generative
to metaphor landscapes
modelling
the nature of
remedial
spontaneous
spreading
Child within
Clarkson, Petruska
Claxton, Guy
Clean Language: See also Clean questions; Developing; Moving time; and Specialised questions

is clean because
components of
congruence with changes
creation of
developing a symbolic perception with
ending a session
entry cues
entry questions
improvising
referring to metaphor maps
use in modelling
use of ‘you’
nine basic questions
nine-question compass
of nonverbal metaphors
using nonverbals
opening question
and perceptual space
use of personal pronouns
purpose of
summary of
and Symbolic Modelling
syntax of
and trance
vocal qualities
Clean Language Practice Group
Clean questions:
'And can?
And does X have a size or shape?
And how do you know?
And how far?
And how many?
And how old?
And is X inside or outside?
And is X the same or different to Y?
And is there anything else?
And is there a relationship between X and Y?
And that's X like what?
And then what happens?
And what's between X and Y?
And what could X be wearing?
And what happens just before X?
And what happens next?
And what kind of?
And what would X like to have happen?
And when X what happens to Y?
And where are you drawn to?
And where are you going?
And where could X come from?
And where is X X-ing from?
And where is?
And whereabouts?
And which direction?
And would X be interested in going to Y?
And would Y like?

Client outcomes See also Desired outcomes
Client terminology:
  accumulating
  backtracking
  repeating
  selecting

Cognition
Combs, Gene
Conceptual domain:
  binds in
  converting from
  defined
  questions of
Conditions:
  for change
  for specialised questions
  for transformation
  identifying necessary
Conflict  See also Binds
Consciousness
Content
Context
Cosmology
Couples and families
Current reality

Dawes, Graham
Defining moment
DeLozier, Judith
Dennett, Daniel
Desired outcomes See also Client outcomes
Developing questions:
  basic five
  converting to symbol
  identifying attributes
  locating symbols
  of resource symbols
  in Stage 1
  in Stage 2
  in Stage 3
  in Stage 4
  in Stage 5
Dilemma  See also Binds
Dilts, Robert
Divett, Diane
Domains of experience  See also Conceptual, Sensory and Symbolic domains
Double binds  See also Binds
Duncan, Isadora

Education
Embodiment:
  and change
  defined
  in pattern detection
  and self-modelling
  of symbolic perceptions
Emergent property
Erickson, Milton
Faulkner, Charles
Five-Stage Therapeutic Process See also each Stage
Form:
   and change
   patterns of
   relationship question
Freedman, Jill
Fritz, Robert

Gendlin, Eugene
Goleman, Daniel
Goodwin, Brian
Gordon, David
de Graal, Christoffer
Greenwood, Susie
Greetham, Alastair
Grinder, John
Grove, David

Hall, Edward
Hallbom, Tim
Harland, Philip
Health
Hejmadi, Arun
Holon
Homeostasis

Impasse See also Binds
Intention
Inter-generational healing
Isomorphism

Jaffe’, Aniela
Jaynes, Julian
Johnson, Mark
Jubilee Clip See also Transcripts
Jung, Carl

Koestler, Arthur
Korzybski, Alfred
Kosko, Bart

Laing, R.D.
Lakoff, George
Leary, David
Levels of organisation:
   and change
   concentrating attention
   defined
   example of
   modelling patterns
   recognising
   transcend and include
Lines of sight
Logic, inherent/symbolic
Lyall, Patricia

Marx, Groucho
Maturana, Humberto
McWhirter, John
Memories
Metaphor:
   for anger
   autogenic
   and cognition
   conduit
   container (in/out)
   creating new
   defined
   direction
   distance
   embodied nature of
   force, agency, causation
   imaginative
   levels (up/down)
   material
   nonverbal
   number
   of form
   of perceiver
   of space
   of time
   personified
   redemptive
   thing
   translating between
   verbal, overt and embedded
   without words
Metaphor landscape:
and change
defined
metaphor maps of
modelling of
organisation of
and perceptual space
and physical space
resources in
Metaphor maps:
as assignments
attending to wholes
defined
to develop form
entry question of
examples of
extending
Modelling: See also Self and Symbolic Modelling
conceptual
of David Grove
definition of
organisation of binds
sensory
successful strategies and states of excellence
Motif
Moving time questions: See also Sequence of events
an overview
back
basic four
forward
with nonverbal metaphors
Myss, Caroline

Names See also Symbol
Naturally-changing process
New Information Paradigms
NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming)
Nonverbal:
body expression
categories of behaviour
indicating resources
lines of sight
and perceptual space
sounds
Not knowing
Operational unit/closure
Organisation: See also Levels of
and change
defined
of binds and double binds
of metaphor landscapes
of a paradox
of a sequence
transforming an
Orientating See also Attention
Ortony, Andrew
Outcome See also Client and Desired outcomes

Panzer, Basil
Paradox See also Binds
Pattern:
attending to wholes
defined
detection of
levels
in metaphor maps
of form
of organisation
of perceiver
of space
of time
Perceiver:
broadening attention to
change of
form of
means of perceiving
multiple
noticing change
patterns of
point of perception
resource symbols
Perceptual present See also Time
Perceptual space:
  acknowledging
  aligning to
  attending to wholes
  broadening attention
  and change
  defined
  imaginative space
  lines of sight
  locating symbols in
  marking out
  patterns of
  physical space
  physicalising
  specialised questions
  types
Physical therapy
Physicalising
Pinker, Steven
Poe, Richard
Point of perception  See also Perceiver Prestidge, Frances
Presupposition
Pribram, Karl
Psychotherapy
Reddy, Michael
Relationships:
  between symbols
  change in
  recognising levels
  as resources
  specialised questions
Resource:
  applying
  defined
  developing
  introducing
  latent
  overt
  redemptive metaphor
  source of
  to-be-converted
Robertson, Ian
Rossi, Ernest
Rundle, Dan
Self-modelling:
Clean Language
client's view of
embodiment
how to facilitate
initiating
logic, inherent/symbolic
role of client
Self-organising systems
Sensory domain:
change to
defined
entry questions
Sequence of events: See also Time
before, during, after
and change
defined
identifying a
patterns of
Sherlock, Teresa
Six approaches:
an overview
attending to wholes
broadening attention
concentrating attention
identifying conditions
introducing resources
lengthening attention
Smith, Suzi
'So' See also Syntax Space See also Perceptual space
Specialised questions:
developing
entry
opening
relationship
summary
Spirituality
Stacey, Sheila
Stage 1–Entry:
an overview
cues
how to start
purpose of
questions
use of 'you'

Stage 2–Developing Symbolic Perceptions:
an overview
Castle Door transcript
components of
developing the form of
resource symbols
specialised questions

Stage 3–Modelling Symbolic Patterns:
an overview
Jubilee Clip transcript
latent resources
pattern defined
specialised questions

Stage 4–Encouraging Conditions for Transformation
an overview
Jubilee Clip transcript
modelling binds and double binds
nature of attending
nature of change
resource symbols
six approaches

Stage 5–Maturing:
an overview
ending a session
facilitating
Jubilee Clip transcript
the process of
results of
Stanton, Simon
Sullivan, Wendy
Symbol:
address of
attributes of
complementary
context of
declared
effects of change on
location of
motif
names of
perceiver of
relationship of
resource
Symbolic domain
Symbolic Modelling:
applications of
and change
and creative states
and David Grove
declared
and Focusing
and Image Streaming
principles of
reverse-engineering analogy
role of client
role of facilitator
a trialogue
what is modelled
who is modelling
Symbolic objects
Symbolic perception
Syntax:
full
function of
shortened
use of 'about'
use of 'and'
use of 'as'
use of 'so'
use of 'that'
use of 'when'

Thomas, Dylan
Threshold
Tidy, Deirdre
Time: See also Sequence of events and Moving time questions

and change
moving time
nonverbal markers of
patterns of
perceptual present
specialised question
stopping/holding still
symbolic

Trance
Transcripts:
  Castle Door
  Fire Bucket
  Jubilee Clip
  Lozenge
  Steel Shutter
  Still Circles of Light
Transformation:
of binds
defined
illusion of
role of client
Translation
Triologue
Twain, Mark

Unconscious

Varela, Francisco

Walker, Caitlin
Watzlawick, Paul
Wenger, Win
Westwood, Christine
‘When’ See also Syntax
Wilber, Ken